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Executive Summary

Independent Russia is approaching the start of its third decade of post-Soviet existence. After the economic chaos of the Boris Yeltsin decade and the recovery and stabilization of the Vladimir Putin decade, Russia’s leaders have high ambitions for a return to great power status in the years ahead. Their aspirations are tempered, however, by the realities of Russia’s social, economic, and military shortcomings and vulnerabilities, laid painfully bare by the stress test of the recent global financial crisis. Looking ahead, some also calculate that Russia will be increasingly challenged in the Far East by a rising China and in the Middle East by an Iran that aspires to regional hegemony.

With energy riches abundant enough to compensate for a multitude of governance and managerial shortcomings, the Russian economy will likely continue to grow in absolute terms in the years ahead. Indeed, if Russia wants to remain a mediocre power, it can do so without effort by not changing its current behavior patterns. But with growing corruption, business-stifling political controls, and dependency on raw materials exports retarding the full potential of Russia’s growth, the country is facing the prospect of decades of decline relative to other more dynamic regional and world powers.

Russia will retain its nuclear weapons and permanent veto-empowered seat in the United Nations Security Council. But Russia will likely slip on many of the measures commonly used to assess great power status: size and vitality of its population, growth and vibrancy of its economy, and the ability of its armed forces to project conventional military power beyond its own borders. Russia will continue to be the preponderant influence across a large swath of former Soviet territory, but not beyond it.

As a result, Moscow is already seeking to strengthen Russia’s ties with Europe and the United States. The West is seen as crucial to Russia’s modernization as well as a hedge against what may develop to Russia’s east and south in coming decades. This process of Russia’s anchoring itself more firmly in the West will proceed with lots of tactical hiccups and sporadic crises. Nevertheless, it will bring consequences and opportunities for U.S. diplomacy and strategic development, some of which the Barack Obama administration’s policy of “reset” is already reaping. But Russian policy toward the United States is conditional on a U.S. approach that engages Russia in positive ways. If that policy were to change, it could push Russia and China closer together on some issues in an effort to constrain the United States.
Introduction

In February 2008, then-President Vladimir Putin unveiled his vision for Russia’s development strategy to 2020, often referred to as “Russia 2020.” Guided by Putin’s speech, the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade formulated ambitious plans to make Russia the fifth largest economy in the world after the United States, China, India, and Japan. Russia’s gross domestic product (GDP) would expand an average 6.5 percent per year. Its share of the world GDP would increase from 2.5 percent to 4 percent. A national innovation system, competitive human capital, and regional development centers would boost Russia’s per capita GDP from $12,000 to $30,000—that is, from the equivalent of a quarter of the U.S. average to half of it.

Nearly 3 years later, in the wake of the global financial crisis, it is clear that achieving the goals of “Russia 2020” will be a stretch. The 2008–2009 crisis hit Russia especially hard, underscoring its vulnerabilities. Oil went from $145 a barrel in July 2008 to $36 in January 2009. In the decade leading up to the onset of the crisis, Russia’s GDP had soared from $200 billion to $1.8 trillion, one of the fastest growth rates in the world. But in 2009, Russia’s GDP fell by 7.9 percent, the largest drop of any of the Group of 20 (G–20) countries (the world’s largest economies). By fall 2010, according to one poll, the proportion of Russian citizens confident that Russia would return to superpower status within 10 to 15 years had dropped from 50 percent before the crisis to 36 percent.

In 2010, even as the price of oil recovered to the $70–$80 per barrel range and continued to rise, Russia’s GDP struggled to rebound and remains sluggish. The Ministry of Economic Development in September forecast 3.5 to 4 percent growth by the end of the year, but reported that the economy had actually contracted by 0.4 percent in both July and August; others now believe growth for the year will be closer to the 3 to 3.5 percent range. Looking forward to 2011–2013, the ministry forecast annual growth between 3.9 percent and 4.5 percent, several percentage points short of “Russia 2020” growth targets. Moreover, the draft budgets for these years assume that oil will stay in the $76–$79 per barrel range, but even at that world market price, experts envision deficits whose state financing could lead to a serious rise in inflation.

During the decade when Russia boomed financially, many began to describe it as an “energy superpower.” However, the factors that will prevent Russia from attaining superpower status in the years ahead also soared during this same decade: corruption, renationalization, top-down political controls, and dependency on raw materials exports, particular oil and gas. Yegor Gaidar, Russia’s first post-Soviet prime minister, several years ago argued that the mid-1980s drop in world oil prices contributed to the oil-dependent Soviet Union’s collapse. Although numerous
other factors also played a role in its dissolution, some analysts now see similar vulnerabilities for a post-Soviet Russia that has become greatly dependent on high energy prices for its economic and political sustainability.\(^8\)

While the collapse of Russia may not necessarily be in the cards, the deck is certainly stacked against it becoming a superpower by 2020, or by any other date in the foreseeable future, and perhaps of even remaining a great power in the years ahead. Russia will retain its nuclear weapons and permanent veto-empowered seat in the United Nations (UN) Security Council. But Russia will likely slip on many of the measures commonly used to assess great power status: size and vitality of its population, growth and vibrancy of its economy, and the ability of its armed forces to project conventional military power beyond its own borders.

Some key variables are trending in the negative direction, and they are going to be hard to reverse. To make Putin's 2020 targets, labor productivity would have to average over 9 percent per year in the next decade, surpassing even China's recent astounding productivity rates.\(^9\) At the same time, Russia is not making the most of some areas where it still retains a strong hand—particularly efficient exploitation of its fabulous endowment of energy and other natural resources. Even if high oil prices continue, demography will constrain Russia's advancement. Moreover, the geographic advantages Moscow had during imperial and Soviet times, when it expanded in all directions against weak neighbors, are now vulnerabilities. Russia in the decades ahead will have to contend with newly dynamic and historically aggrieved direct or near neighbors, particularly China and Iran. Twenty years after the Soviet collapse, Moscow no longer fields a first-class military to protect its borders, and it is still too early to presume the success of current military reform efforts.

Russia will continue to be the preponderant influence across a large swath of former Soviet territory, but not beyond it. Russia's hard and soft power will reinforce each other in the "near abroad."\(^10\) Georgia, though, may remain the only place where Russia might again risk using hard power against a fractious neighbor, as it did in August 2008. Meanwhile, the Muslim populations in Russia's North Caucasus and even the central Volga regions are susceptible to influence by Sunni money and extremist ideologies from abroad. In a civil war with no letup in sight, over 10,000 military and internal security personnel have died and 27,000 have been wounded in the North Caucasus since 1988. Counting civilians, total fatalities in the post-Soviet period could be as high as 100,000,\(^11\) and some have speculated that if current trends continue, Russia will sooner or later "lose" these territories.\(^12\) In the thinly populated Far East, a burgeoning China poses a largely unspoken challenge in the decades ahead and is already pouring investment money into Central Asia and the Caucasus. To the south, Iran is a rising power intent on becoming a nuclear player.
With energy riches so abundant that they make up for a multitude of governance and managerial shortcomings, the Russian economy will likely continue to grow in absolute terms in the years ahead. But with these shortcomings retarding the full potential of Russia’s growth, the country is facing the prospect of decades of decline relative to other more dynamic and booming regional and world powers. This will constrain Russian political and military ambitions, which some in Moscow already realize. Russia’s share of global economic output fell from 4.1 percent in 1992 to 3.3 percent in 2008. Relative to China, Russia slid over this same period from having a GDP that was roughly equal to China’s to one that was less than a third (and is now close to just a quarter). Relative to the United States, Russia’s GDP fell from 18 percent in 1992 to 16 percent in 2008. It is no wonder that President Dmitry Medvedev has underscored—however rhetorically—the need for modernization, without which Russia will slip further out of the top tier of world powers.

Russia’s current trajectory, however, opens up multiple opportunities for U.S. diplomacy, some of which the Obama administration’s policy of reset has already been able to tap. In fact, a strategic reorientation of Russian foreign policy toward greater cooperation with Europe and the United States already seems under way. It is driven mainly by the economic vulnerabilities exposed by the global financial crisis, the military and security shortcomings underscored by the recent war with Georgia, the relentless rise and growth of China, and the frustrations of dealing with an Iranian leadership intent on pursuing a nuclear weapons program and becoming the dominant power in the Persian Gulf and Middle East.

On the Chinese front, even though Russia and China tout their current “strategic partnership,” the future is uncertain and often troubling for Russian strategic thinkers and policymakers. As a result, some in Moscow argue that, even while doing everything to maintain good relations with China now, it is already important for Russia to begin to cooperate more fully with the United States and Europe because of inevitable problems with China in the future. To Russia’s south, Iran’s nuclear ambitions and expanding influence in the Middle East are also nudging Moscow toward this same conclusion.

**Putin’s Record**

When Putin outlined his goals for “Russia 2020,” the average 6.5 percent annual economic growth that his economic planners formulated did not seem outlandish. It was well within the margins of the growth rates that Russia had achieved during Putin’s years in power. From 1999 through 2007, after all, Russia had averaged 7 percent GDP growth per year. As mesmerizing as that rate was, however, it was deceiving, since it followed a decade of post-Soviet collapse and
contraction. In actual fact, Russia’s economy at the beginning of 2008 was probably only around 5 percent bigger than it had been in 1990 in constant 1990 prices.\footnote{15}

Nevertheless, Russia, or at least Moscow, in 2008 was far beyond the “Upper Volta with nuclear missiles” of Aleksandr Bovin’s famous 1989 quip.\footnote{16} There had been great economic changes since the ruble collapse of 1998 thanks to the economic reforms of the early Putin years and subsequent high prices on world oil and gas markets. A tremendous amount of new money has coursed through the Russian economy, and a lot of people—even ordinary ones—were a lot better off than before. Unfortunately, a large portion of the profits from high hydrocarbon prices had gone into corruption and consumption rather than into dynamic infrastructure investment. A joke making the rounds asks, “What is the difference between the American dream and the Russian dream?” The punch line answers, “The American dream is how to earn a million. The Russian dream is how to spend a million.”

All the same, a visitor to Moscow will be rightfully impressed by its glitter and growth since the Soviet collapse. Russia’s capital added 1.75 million inhabitants from 1989 to 2006, an increase of 20 percent.\footnote{17} But beneath that glitter and beyond the capital lay infrastructure rot caused by pervasive corruption, shoddy governance, demographic decline, and the still undone Soviet legacy of production assets—factories and workers—plunked down in economically untenable places by central planning. All these factors are a drag on efficient growth, and the list of painful consequences is long and continuing: from the tragic sinking of the Kursk submarine at the beginning of the Putin era, to the many test failures of the Bulava SLBM, to Gazprom’s reluctance to invest in new domestic fields and pipelines, to a clumsy war against tiny Georgia, to regions in the Far East that are emptying while China booms on the other side of the border, to smoke from peat bog and forest fires drifting across central Russia and threatening the health and welfare of the residents of Moscow and other cities.\footnote{18}

Moscow’s glitter is the exception, not the trendsetter. In attracting those fleeing economic bust and social violence elsewhere, the capital’s economic magnetism exacerbates the gap instead of smoothing out the disparities between the center and the periphery. Beyond Moscow, abandoned villages and shrinking towns are common.\footnote{19} In suborning local interests and plundering local resources, Putin’s “vertical of power” is reportedly spawning autonomy movements even in a number of ethnic Russian regions, leading some observers to ponder whether the Russian Federation could collapse just as did the Soviet Union.\footnote{20}

Nevertheless, the stock market by 2008 had soared to 20 times its original size. Foreign investors helped by pouring money into a booming emerging market. The Reserve Fund (Oil Stabilization Fund) held $140 billion to hedge against a drop in oil prices, and the National
Welfare Fund held another $30 billion to help safeguard pensions. Moreover, Russia’s growth during these years benefited more than just the rich and powerful. Real incomes and wages more than doubled and tripled. Cell phones became ubiquitous. Car ownership boomed. Real estate in Moscow went from $700 to $6,000 per square meter. To a visitor it would seem that everyone in Moscow has a cell phone. They constantly check them, even in the subway. They pull them out upon landing at the new Domodedovo airport to let their rides know they are on the ground. They have computers and want to know not only a visitor’s phone number but also his or her email and Skype addresses. According to a recent survey, computer ownership has risen from 8 percent in 2001 to 52 percent in 2010, with 63 percent of computer owners using them to access the Internet.

Analysts attribute over half of Russia’s growth during the 1999–2008 decade to early economic reforms. From 1992 to 1997, during the Yeltsin years, Russia underwent the largest privatization campaign in history. Then, from 1998 into 2002, from just before Putin’s early brief premiership into his first term as president, Putin pushed through a thorough reform of the tax system, including introduction of a flat personal income tax of 13 percent. At the same time, Russia integrated into the world economy as its imports and especially exports surged. Exports now account for 33 percent of Russia’s GDP. Even in 2008, the current account surplus was $113 billion, or 7.7 percent of GDP. Rising oil prices contributed to much of this trade surplus, but the share of oil and gas in Russia’s exports actually fell from 90 percent in the Soviet Union’s last years to 60 percent in 2008.

But Russia’s reform efforts, particularly in the oil sector, came to a screeching halt and then went into reverse in 2003 when Putin imprisoned Yukos oil company head Mikhail Khodorkovsky. Yukos had been Russia’s most profitable privately held oil company. Its $35 billion market value at one time was more than half of the Russian Federation’s budget. But Khodorkovsky also had political ambitions and little respect for Putin, flaunting his independence from and even rivalry with the president. His plans to sell a big chunk of Yukos to Exxon-Mobil or Chevron and to change tax legislation challenged Putin’s vision of the state dominating Russia’s energy and natural resources sector.

Since 2001, Putin had been reining in headstrong, overly independent political and economic players, beginning with “capitalist ministers” inside the Russian state’s own structures. Yevgeny Adamov from MinAtom was his first victim in April 2001. Shortly afterward, Putin ousted Rem Vyakhirev as Gazprom’s chief executive officer and replaced him with protégé Aleksey Miller. This was the beginning of the end of Gazprom’s status as a “state within the state.” That June, government representatives gained a majority on Gazprom’s board for the
first time. A year later, this majority made Dmitry Medvedev, deputy chief of the Presidential Administration, chairman of the board; this was the same Medvedev who in 2008 would succeed Putin as president.

The action was a model and a precursor for what the Putin regime had in store for other “strategic sectors” in coming years. Putin had a high interest in and knowledge of the oil and gas sector, and the move against Khodorkovsky accelerated the state takeover of the commanding heights of those sectors. Gazprom declared a monopoly on gas exports from Russia, forcing private producers to play exclusively by Gazprom rules. Foreign energy majors also had their positions in Russian joint ventures undermined. Finally, Putin’s green light to regime insiders to cannibalize Yukos cemented in place a system of continuous clashes over lucrative resources for political and personal gain between competing elite groups with Kremlin ties.26

As the regime reinstated state control of the oil industry, it weakened private ownership and the discipline of capital markets. Oil export taxes rose to fill state coffers, depriving oil companies of funds to reinvest in exploration, modernization, and expansion. Inefficiencies set in as state control grew to over 80 percent of gas production and to around 45 percent of oil production. The impact was quick and measurable. In 2005, oil production growth slowed. In 2008, it actually declined.27

The impact of these measures and trends was masked by the spectacular growth in world oil prices beginning in 2004. The windfall allowed Russia to keep posting growth rates averaging 7 percent per year. Pundits began referring to Russia as an “energy superpower.” But inflation remained high at over 10 percent, corruption expanded, and the economy remained heavily dependent on raw materials exports, primarily hydrocarbons, minerals, and metals. Moreover, with these raw materials exports accounting for around 30 percent of Russia’s GDP as world commodity prices skyrocketed, Russia’s economy was particularly vulnerable to a collapse once the bubble burst.28

Medvedev’s Challenge

When that collapse in world commodity prices finally came, it was spectacular: oil went from $145 a barrel in July 2008 to $36 in January 2009. With around 85 percent of its exports based on hydrocarbons and other raw commodities, Russia’s trade balance and GDP took a huge hit. After a decade of averaging 7 percent growth, Russia’s economy contracted 7.9 percent in 2009, the most of any G–20 country. With the system on the line, Russia’s initial response in 2008 was “mostly adequate,” according to experts. But as oil prices recovered in 2009, the impulse of many reverted to preserving the status quo of comfortable stagnation instead of engaging in the painful restructuring necessary for long-term gain.29
Indeed, if Russia wants to remain a mediocre power, it can do so without effort by not changing its current behavior patterns. With oil again trading over $80 a barrel, it will take enormous political energy and determination to go back and pick up the thread of the Putin reforms that stopped in 2003. After all, while Russia’s foreign currency reserves dropped from $598 billion in August 2008 to $436 billion in March 2010, they were still the third largest in the world.30

All the same, there is probably an increasing if grudging understanding that reforms are necessary if Russia is to compete with the world’s advanced economies. Medvedev and even Putin seem to realize that something needs to be done. There are strikingly common themes in Putin’s call for an “innovation society” in February 2008 and Medvedev’s call for “modernization” in November 2009. Medvedev has criticized Russia’s reliance on oil and gas exports as “primitive,” and his call for “modernization” is a sign that Russia’s leadership is aware of the problem, although the solutions laid out to date are inadequate and the obstacles to achieving even these half-measures are enormous.31

The challenge is to overcome inertia, systemic impediments, and outright opposition, particularly if oil prices remain relatively high. Not surprisingly, there is a lot of skepticism that Medvedev can turn things around. Sixty-one percent of participants in one session of the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum in June this year foresaw a stagnation scenario for the next 2 to 5 years, and 55 percent see it for the next 10 years.32 Some see Putin as a cynic who is playing the game about modernization, while Medvedev, who is 10 years younger, is a believer. According to this view, this is a huge age gap. In this analysis, whether Medvedev is reelected as president in 2012 will be important.33

For now, Medvedev continues to push forward. His speech to Russia’s ambassadors on July 12, 2010, was a landmark. He explicitly pointed to the August 2008 Russian-Georgian war and the global financial crisis as having spurred the new course toward “modernization” and a “paradigm shift in international relations.” According to Medvedev, “We need . . . special modernization alliances with our main international partners. . . . First and foremost with countries like Germany, France, Italy, the EU [European Union] as a whole, the United States of America.”34

Even Medvedev’s cheerleaders, however, concede that there have been no “cardinal” changes so far and that Medvedev’s signing in July of a law expanding the powers of the Federal Security Service (FSB) was a dangerous “step back” from democratization and modernization. Medvedev is conducting a “silent war,” insists Igor Yurgens, head of the Institute of Contemporary Development and coauthor of a widely publicized critique of Russia’s capabilities.35 But he faces “very significant forces in the country that don’t want any liberalism, any modernization,”
as well as a “conformist” society for whom “today’s seeming well-being is more important than what happens 5–7 years from now.”

Even though the Russian economy saw some growth again in 2010, the return to $70-plus oil has knocked substantial wind out of the modernizers’ sails. A participant in the annual Valdai Club discussions in September 2010 reported that the “momentum for reform” had “dissipated” compared to 2009. One senior Russian official at the meetings noted that the oil price rebound had brought with it a return to “complacency” and a worsening of corruption back to its precrisis level.

As a result, Russia may actually wind up with the worst of both worlds: with recovered oil prices undercutting reform efforts, and this in turn hobbling a return to precrisis growth rates, leading to more budget deficits and possibly setting the stage for a return to politically destabilizing high inflation rates. In fact, some critics have begun to suggest that the government, lacking any thought-through strategy for a return to growth, is now beginning to “pray” for a jump in oil prices back to $100 a barrel or higher as the only way out of an impending crisis.

Demographic Determinism

Beyond politics and economic policy, the objective obstacles to Russia remaining a great power are formidable. Foremost among them is a starkly declining population. Just after the Soviet collapse, on January 1, 1992, Russia’s population stood at an estimated 148.5 million. Seventeen years later, on January 1, 2009, it was down to 141.9 million, a drop of nearly 7 million, or close to 5 percent. In the last 16 years of the Soviet era, births outnumbered deaths by 11.4 million. In the first 16 years of post-Soviet Russia, deaths outnumbered births by 12.4 million. Only thanks to migration has the post-Soviet population loss been limited to just under 7 million rather than exceeding 12 million.

Russia’s population has been experiencing a catastrophic decline in health for almost half a century, with no letup in sight. According to a leading expert, “No country in the modern era—not even the AIDS-ravaged states of sub-Saharan Africa—has sustained health setbacks as severe as Russia’s for such a very long stretch of time.” Too much drinking, too many cigarettes, a bad diet, and poor health care have all contributed to the calamity. Life expectancy for a 15-year-old male in Russia in 2006 was lower than in Cambodia, Haiti, Rwanda, or Somalia. A typical 20-year-old Russian male in 2006 had a less than even chance of making it to age 65, lower than his counterparts in Nigeria or Kenya. For Russian males and females together, the U.S. Census Bureau has projected a lower life expectancy in 2025 than in Bolivia, East Timor, and even Pakistan.
If Russia could count on high oil and gas prices to sustain its growth as a world power, then a declining population would not be a big tragedy since oil and gas extraction are not labor-intensive enterprises. However, if economic growth and national survival depend on getting beyond dependency on hydrocarbon income to achieving sustainable economic diversification, then Russia’s demographic projections are disastrous. Russia will have an increasingly declining population with less and less human capital to act as an engine for diversification and economic growth.41

Responding to the looming crisis, then-President Putin in 2007 endorsed a “Concept of Demographic Policy to 2025.” By 2015, Russia’s population would stabilize at 142 to 143 million, and by 2025 rise to 145 million. Life expectancy would rise to 75 years in 2025, up from 66 years in 2006. The fertility rate would reach 1.95, 50 percent higher than in the pre-2007 period. However, professional demographers give Russia no chance of reaching these targets. According to Russia’s own official projections, the population will drop another 5.5 million by 2025 to under 136 million. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) projects a range of 127 to 137 million in 2025, and 122 to 135 million in 2030. The U.S. Census Bureau estimates 128 million in 2025 and 124 million in 2030.42

For the decades ahead, Russia’s population decline is inevitable. According to Russia’s own official projections, by 2025 there will be only 6.4 million women in their twenties, the prime child-bearing years, 45 percent less than now. With a shrinking cohort of potential mothers, maternity rates would have to surge dramatically just to maintain already low birth totals. At the same time, Russia’s working age population will decline 14 percent from 2009 to 2025, and the ratio of working to retired population will drop from 3 to 1 in 2010 to 1.9 to 1 by 2030.43 A good immigration or migrant worker policy could alleviate the impact of these trends on Russia as well as smooth relations with its neighbors, but so far Russia does not have one.44

If U.S. Census Bureau projections are on target, Russia’s population will have declined by some 20 million between 1990 and 2025. Its size will have dropped from sixth to twelfth in the world, and from 2.2 percent to 1.6 percent of projected total global population. Russia’s working age population will fall even more sharply, according to UNDP projections. As a result, annual labor productivity increases in Russia will have to average 2 percent more than the rest of world just to maintain Russia’s current share of global GDP in 2025.45

**Price Paradox**

Russia’s reliance on raw materials exports makes the country’s welfare highly vulnerable to the volatility of commodity prices on world markets. In 2007, oil and gas accounted for 18 percent of Russia’s GDP, 61 percent of its exports, and about 50 percent of its federal rev-
According to one study of the 1994 to 2009 time period, every 1 percent increase (or dip) in the price of oil contributed to a 0.46 percent rise (or decline) in Russia’s GDP. This made the drop in the price of oil from $145 per barrel in July 2008 to $36 in January 2009 a severe shock. But even that low price is historically high and there is no guarantee that oil will stay in the range of $70 to $80 per barrel. Gas profits are similarly unpredictable. According to preliminary data, Gazprom sales to Europe fell from $65 billion in 2008 to $42 billion in 2009. The shift to shale gas and other alternative energy resources in the years ahead will contribute to further uncertainty.

Even at today’s relatively high prices, Russia’s immense raw materials riches are unlikely in the long run to be able totally to counterbalance the country’s spectacular demographic decline. Indeed, rather than setting the stage for Russia to become a sustainable great power, they contribute to making its situation worse by undermining incentives to reform, invest, and diversify. As long as oil, metals, and mineral prices stay high, today’s profits obscure Russia’s real situation, spawn ever greater corruption, and lower the incentive for investments and reforms aimed at improving Russia’s long-term prospects. Russia already needs substantial international investments in new fields to keep up current oil and gas output.

Putin’s “Russia 2020” plan from early 2008 was evidence of this cycle of complacency. The global financial crisis that followed soon shattered many illusions. But as oil prices recovered from their early 2009 lows, that impact proved temporary. As Medvedev put it in May 2010, “To be blunt, $140 a barrel—this would be a catastrophe for Russia, this would destroy all stimuli for development.”

What many have described as the “energy curse” wreaks havoc in several ways. It focuses public and private energies on reaping energy profits rather than investing in diversification and new and upgraded production facilities. It saps the leadership and population of their will to pursue reforms that may cause short-term hardships. And its immense boom-year profits foster extreme corruption and degradation of the business environment. One of the results, as Anders Aslund and Andrew Kuchins have noted, is that “Russia’s public administration has proven itself too incompetent and corrupt to undertake major [infrastructure] projects.” Paved roads are an especially sore issue. From 2000 to 2006, they increased only from 754,000 kilometers to 755,000 kilometers, and then at three times the cost as in the West.

Finally, as welcome as today’s return to comparatively high oil prices might be in Moscow, there is yet another way in which they may actually be a harbinger of Russia’s further relative decline as a world power. China will be addressed later in this paper, but for now it is relevant to note that at least $80-a-barrel oil is partly due to booming China’s need for energy to fuel its
spectacular growth. But as long as China continues to boom, Russia’s world standing will continue to slide unless it undertakes drastic reforms.

**Corruption Complex**

Major reforms will be difficult, however, because Russia’s economy is seized up by corruption. It is not just an ancillary phenomenon that is present in other countries as well but is at the core of the political-economic system that has evolved in Russia today. Aleksandr Golts, a long-time observer of the Russian military-industrial complex, for example, estimates that 30 to 50 percent of the state money allocated for new armaments disappears into kickbacks.54

Sergei Guriev, head of Moscow’s Russian Economic School, argues that corruption is the “key problem of the Russian economy.” Guriev points out that there can be “real achievements in the fight against corruption only when we have political competition, accountability of power, and transparency of governance.”55 The odds against this happening, however, are underscored by another joke recently making the rounds: after several days of deliberation, the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation declared that the slogan “Down with corruption” is of an obviously extremist character because it calls for dismantling the existing political system in Russia and removing its current authorities.

Nevertheless, unless Russia tackles corruption, there will be no movement forward on reform. However, when then-President Putin’s own precrisis fortune was put by one observer at over $40 billion in 2007, the chances of an anticorruption campaign having much impact are very low.56 In fact, the trend in many ways seems to be in the other direction. According to a recent poll by the Levada Center, 60 percent of Russians believe that the scale of corruption at the top has grown over the past 10 years. Ten percent said corruption had gone down, while 23 percent felt that nothing had changed. In 2005, only 45 percent of respondents reported an increase in corruption.57

Other polling likewise suggests that corruption has gone from being the grease that makes the wheels of the Russian economy spin to a spreading sludge that slows them down. A recent online survey of over 10,000 businesspeople underscored the extent to which corruption is perceived as a systemic phenomenon that impedes modernization. Slightly over 23 percent of respondents pointed to corruption as a barrier to modernization, and 15.9 percent indicated that bureaucratic opposition was the problem. Only 9.5 percent pointed to Russia’s dependence on world prices for raw materials and another 9.2 percent to Russia’s lag in science and technology as the culprit. Not surprisingly, 68.7 percent were doubtful that Russia would hit its modernization marks by 2020, while only 16.4 percent were optimistic that the country would at least put in place the preconditions for realizing them.58
Yet other accounts reinforce the enormity of the problem. UBS/Campden Research recently polled 25 businessmen whose businesses did at least $100 million in annual volume, and who had a minimum personal worth of $50 million (half of the respondents’ worth was $100 million to $500 million). The poll found that 84 percent kept their money overseas—with Cyprus, Switzerland, and the Virgin Islands the most popular—not for the tax breaks, but rather to keep it safe. (Net capital flight from Russia was likely to reach $22 billion in 2010.) Across the board, the respondents complained of corruption and bureaucracy, especially in the regions. Because of the economy’s history of unpredictability, they claimed not to plan further out than 2 years. The only thing they felt certain about was an unfriendly business climate. All but two were ready to sell out for a good price; just under half were ready to do this in the next 2 to 4 years. Only a third hoped to pass on their businesses to their children; two-thirds said they would let their children decide for themselves what to do in life.

Military Malaise

Russia faces still another major challenge to remaining a great power. Shortages of manpower and money have been relentlessly degrading the Russian military establishment since the collapse of the Soviet Union. During Soviet times, Russian scientific and technological innovation was focused on advancing the military-industrial sector. When that sector crumbled, so did Russia’s high-tech sector, aggravating the challenges Russia now faces to revive its military.

The Russian-Georgian war in August 2008 gave some the illusion of a well-run military machine. Russian forces fought well relative to those of Georgia, demonstrating impressive surge capability and mobility and achieving swift victory. However, a Russian commander at one point had to borrow a satellite phone from a journalist to communicate with his forces, the Russian army relied on old compasses and maps instead of modern satellite-based systems to orient itself, and Georgian troops shot down a Russian strategic bomber that was employed for aerial reconnaissance instead of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). Russia’s shortcomings in the war gave additional, real-life ammunition to advocates of the long-anticipated and still controversial military reform, reorganization, and rearmament programs now under way.

Demographic constraints on military manpower are already noticeable. By 2016, it is estimated that the number of young men of draft age will be half that of two decades earlier. Sergei Stepashin, a former prime minister and now head of Russia’s federal audit chamber, warned in 2007 that the “reduction in the size of the population and the reduction of population density . . . will create the danger of weakening Russia’s political, economic, and military influence in the world.”
The pool of 18-year-old men available for drafting into 12-month tours of duty can no longer support a one-million-man army. From 2008 to 2017, this pool of prospective recruits will shrink by almost two-fifths, from 1.021 million to 626,000. Moreover, in 2006, of the 20 regions in the Russian Federation where births exceeded deaths, 19 were “republics” or “autonomous districts” for non-Russian peoples. Of these, the only two with natural increases of over 1 percent were Ingushetiya and Chechnya, where the net increase was almost 2 percent.65 The higher birth rates among Russia’s historically Muslim communities mean increasing numbers of draftees will hail from these areas. This trend is likely to present growing challenges for commanders. In July 2010, a fight between Dagestani and Russian soldiers broke out in one Moscow division. The fracas involved more than 200 soldiers, and a video of the melee wound up being posted on YouTube.66

Last summer, after Medvedev called for an overhaul of the draft system, Vasily Smirnov, deputy head of the General Staff, floated several possible measures to increase the size of the draft pool and to fight widespread draft evasion. Student deferments would be dramatically reduced, and men would be available until age 30 for the draft, up from 27. Rather than being summoned, 18-year-olds would have to show up on their own at local draft boards for registration and case dispensation. Without a proper document from their draft board, young men would not be able to travel abroad. These measures provoked instant criticism. Abandonment of student deferments, it was argued, would further degrade the professional preparation of Russia’s young male population for civilian employment. Requirement of draft board certificates for travel abroad would simply enlarge the category of officials to whom bribes would be paid to dodge the draft. No longer would it be just doctors and draft board members getting money under the table, but also police, border officials, and military police.67

The Russian military budget stood at $61 billion in 2009, compared to $663.3 billion for the United States, $98.8 billion for China, $69.3 billion for Britain, and $67.3 for France.68 That budget was set last summer to increase from 2.6 percent of the national budget in 2010 to 3.2 percent in 2013, but is now being revised upward to around 3.5 to 4 percent of GDP.69 Even at the higher rate, however, Russia’s spending on its military establishment will still lag far behind that of the United States and even China, and be closer to the amount spent by Britain and France. In comparison to China, the real gap will probably be even wider, given the corruption that some Russians claim eats away at 30 to 50 percent of Russian spending on new weapons and Russian estimates that China’s real military budget is 30 to 40 percent greater than its declared budget.70

Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov has admitted that he was, “quite frankly, dismayed by the volumes of stealing” that he found when he arrived at the ministry. The basic budget
problems are exacerbated by the fact that Russia spent almost nothing on rearming the military from 1991 to 2000. Much of the military’s equipment and weapons systems are outdated, obsolete, or nonfunctioning, so Russia is playing serious catch-up vis-à-vis both the United States and China. Most serious military analysts conclude that Russia will have to choose sectors in which to invest, rather than maintain a globally capable force. Serdyukov has pointed to the “nuclear deterrence forces, the space forces, air defense, aviation, communications” as the priorities in the new rearmament program. 71

The ability to project military power over long distances is a critical difference between a superpower and a great power. Russia, however, will not be able to project sizable conventional forces far beyond its borders consistently and repeatedly for many years to come. After Russia’s armed action against Somali pirates in the Gulf of Aden in May 2010, General Nikolai Makarov, head of the General Staff, said that Russia did not plan to send more warships to the gulf because of financial problems. (This decision has since been reversed. 72) However, there was no cause for worry, Makarov said, since North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and EU naval force ships were always on duty in the gulf, and “we maintain cooperation with them, hold exercises as well as exchange information.” 73

A few weeks later, Minister Serdyukov reportedly told a closed session of the Federation Council that creating new military bases abroad “is an expensive treat; we already have four military bases outside Russia. Raising their number further would probably be too burdensome.” Referring to the loss of the Soviet-era naval base in the Gulf of Aden, Serdyukov reportedly said, “Of course, it would have suited us to have a base there, where our ships could refuel, but objectively we must proceed from the state’s financial capabilities.” 74 In fall 2010, the Foreign Ministry denied that Russia intended to hold talks with Vietnam on restoring its naval base at Cam Ranh Bay. 75

Russia’s state plan will now call for spending $613 billion on new arms between 2011 and 2020, according to Serdyukov. 76 This is up from the approximately $420.7 billion called for in a previous draft plan that provoked criticism for shortchanging the military’s real needs. Lieutenant-General Oleg Frolov, for example, the acting chief of acquisitions for the armed forces, argued that the earlier amount would only cover the needs of strategic nuclear forces, air defense, and the air force. To meet the additional requirements for rearming ground troops, navy, and space forces, Frolov maintained, almost three times as much would be necessary: some $1.1 trillion instead of the proposed $420.7 billion. 77 While the additional moneys will help to rearm Russia, they will put a tremendous and probably unsustainable strain on Russia’s budget down the line while still falling short of the sums that Frolov insisted are actually needed. 78
While it is not surprising that a Ministry of Defense official would lobby for more funds, Russia in fact will need to spend much more than it envisioned if it is to have a first-rate military in the decades ahead. Already, Russia’s strategic strength lies in missiles and nuclear warheads left over from the Soviet era. In other areas, for example, Russia’s Pacific Fleet strategic submarines will need to be decommissioned in the next 2 to 3 years, and the Northern Fleet will face the same situation 7 to 10 years from now, according to analyst Igor Korotchenko. On air defenses, Russian Air Force generals claim that Russia lags behind its “virtual adversary” by 20 to 30 years and is not capable of repelling every threat even from North Korea and Iran. Ground forces are undergoing radical reorganization under Russia’s ongoing military reform but still make do without modern weapons and global positioning systems or UAV support and still rely on analog rather than digital communications.

However, Russia’s own defense industry sector is atrophying while continuing to hang on largely on the remaining but dissipating momentum from the Soviet era. The average age of employees in the sector is around 55, and three-quarters of its equipment is worn out. Rather than reviving the sector, Russia is increasingly going abroad to shop for the latest in military technology. The most prominent recent examples include the purchase of Mistral amphibious assault ships from France, UAVs from Israel, armored personnel carriers from Italy, and even digital receivers for its Global Navigation Satellite Systems from India. According to some Russian forecasts, Russia may spend as much as $12 billion in the next 5 years to buy defense technologies from European and Israeli companies. After meeting with Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates in September, Serdyukov announced that his ministry would quickly put together a list of specific products and technologies that it would be interested in acquiring from the United States.

Commenting on the decision to buy UAVs from Israel, Air Force Commander Colonel-General Alexander Zelin conceded that “we would be happy to buy our own devices, but unfortunately they don’t meet the high standards that this kind of weapons is supposed to meet.” One analyst concluded, “The VPK [military-industrial complex] is losing the capability of putting out arms.” In the words of Aleksandr Khramchikhin, “We are becoming dependent on imports in an ever greater number of directions, and no one hides this. We will be able to purchase weapons only in the West, because only there are they modern.” Even as the Russian military begins to buy more foreign-made equipment, it likely will not be able to afford enough to keep up with the geopolitical standards and tasks the political leadership will inevitably want to set for them.

The “Near Abroad”

As hard as Russia has been rocked by the global financial crisis, undermined by demographic decline, and sapped by corruption, poor governance, and military decay, many of the
other former Soviet republics have been hit even harder. While energy-rich Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan still wield substantial economic power, vast numbers of unemployed from Ukraine to Tajikistan seek work in Russia and send remittances to support their families back home. Ukraine and Belarus share Russia’s trend toward population decline and are still vulnerable to Russian pressure tactics on energy supplies. As a result, Russia arguably still has as much influence across Eurasia today as it did in the 1990s. This influence, however, is not automatic, varies on a case-by-case basis, and often backfires. Moreover, it will probably decline in the decades ahead as the former Soviet states ramp up their engagement with states around them and beyond.

Russia enjoys many soft power plusses in the former Soviet near abroad. Russian private investment in telecoms and other sectors has been substantial and successful but relatively non-political. The reach and popularity of Russian television are vast but not necessarily decisive to the outcome of political contests. Soft power, and even hard power, does not necessarily produce pliable partners. Having dealt with their powerful Russian neighbor for centuries, the former Soviet states are experienced at saying the right things to please Moscow while pursuing their own national interests.

Russia’s close neighbors are all also adept at courting outside international ties to counterbalance Russian influence, and the greater Moscow’s influence, the greater the perceived need to engage other outside partners. The United States and the EU have vastly increased their presence throughout the near abroad in recent years. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the United States has been the countervailing power of choice, but European states, Turkey, and even Iran have also offered options along the way.

Now, rich and booming China has finally emerged as a substantial addition to this mix, with the opening of a major gas pipeline from Turkmenistan in late 2009 and investments and loans across the region. After years of trying not to attract attention, China suddenly looms as a much greater player across Central Asia and even into the Caucasus and Ukraine and other Western states. Turkmenistan, meanwhile, is pushing ahead to diversify its energy export ties with not only China but also Western companies, giving short shrift to Russia, its traditional partner.

In Ukraine, Russian state-sponsored media interference backfired and contributed to the Orange Revolution in 2004. Russia was better served by a more subtle approach in 2010, after which Moscow used the promise of cheaper gas prices to gain an extension of its lease on the base in Sevastopol for the Russian Black Sea fleet. However, while the new Viktor Yanukovych administration in Kyiv has moved quickly to re prioritize relations with Moscow, it is not a Russian patsy. Yanukovych and his supporters have their own economic agenda and constituents
that must be protected. In Kyrgyzstan, a Russian media campaign arguably played a role in
President Kurmanbek Bakiyev’s ouster last April. But Russia declined to intervene militarily
to staunch the subsequent bloodshed then and in June, in contrast to 1990, when elite Soviet
troops were deployed to the region after similar violence. Medvedev subsequently signed a
statement of cooperation on Kyrgyzstan when he met with President Obama in Washington on
June 24.

Even more recently, after a natural gas pricing dispute erupted in June 2010, Moscow is
now aiming its media guns at President Alyaksandar Lukashenka in Belarus. However, the Rus-
sian campaign has arguably had little effect except to motivate Lukashenka to court Georgian
leader Mikheil Saakashvili, downgrade the effort to seek some sort of union with Russia, and
call for lessening dependence on Russia and for establishing new markets and sources of invest-
ment. Although a Russian-led Customs Union with Kazakhstan and Belarus came into force
on July 1, 2010, the widening dispute with Belarus, nationalist opposition in Kazakhstan, and
Russia’s unilateral ban on grain exports have underscored its fragility and cast doubt on its fu-
ture viability.

Russia was quick to employ hard power against Georgia in August 2008, but Georgia may
be the only former Soviet state where this could have happened: bordering Russia, with a tiny
army and population, and with rebellious and ethnically diverse regions that have historically
looked to Russia for support against Tbilisi. Russia was reluctant to intervene militarily in the
Tajik civil war in 1992, and has not done so 18 years later in Kyrgyzstan. The argument could
be made that Russia would be forced to intervene in Kazakhstan, not in the context of political
disagreements with Astana, but should there be a total collapse of state power across the coun-
try with no signs of quick restitution. Russia’s long border with Kazakhstan, the still-large ethnic
Russian population in that country, and Russia’s sizable investments in Kazakhstan’s economy
might indeed bring that about and might even enjoy the support of many Kazakhs, the majority
of whom still view Russia favorably.

Still, while Russia is currently in the throes of reorganizing its conventional forces, the jury
will be out for quite some time on whether the “new look” will give Russia a more effective tool
for projecting military power beyond its borders. Meanwhile, the usefulness of the Russian-led
Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) Rapid Reaction Force is questionable, an im-
pression reinforced by the failure of the CSTO to deploy it last year to Kyrgyzstan or to provide
Kyrgyzstan with any military aid at all.

While Russia successfully concluded the war with Georgia and the Russian military re-
 mains entrenched on internationally recognized Georgian territory, Russia has not necessarily
won the peace. Others in the Commonwealth of Independent States were reminded of the worst aspects of having an overbearing Russian neighbor and stimulated to reinforce and seek out ties with other regional powers.98 Whatever their discomfort with Georgian President Saakashvili, none has recognized the independence of South Ossetia or Abkhazia, and all have been supported in this nonrecognition and nose-thumbing at Russia by China.99

China

Despite the disagreement over recognition of South Ossetia and Abkhazia, Sino-Russian official relations for now are arguably the best since the 1969 border clashes.100 Russia is working hard to smooth relations with China, and China is wary of feeding any Russian concerns over the future. When Chinese President Hu Jintao visited Moscow to help celebrate the 65th anniversary of Victory in Europe Day, he and Medvedev stressed the importance of the “strategic partnership” between China and Russia.101 In Khabarovsk in the Far East 2 months later, Foreign Minister Lavrov underscored that the region’s two biggest countries, China and India, were both “strategic partners” of Russia, and that it was important that both look on Russia as a “comfortable partner.”102 In September, meeting with the Valdai discussion group, Putin accused foreign experts of “always trying to frighten [Russia] about China,” which he denied presented a current or future threat.103 Several weeks later in Beijing, Medvedev said that relations with China were now “at their highest point.”104

Nevertheless, the sharp reversal in Russia and China’s relative standing in the world is “the starkest in a short period during peacetime for any two neighboring great powers in modern history.”105 Chinese analysts already view China, the United States, and the EU as the world’s dominant political-economic powers, with China having surpassed Russia.106 According to one Russian expert, these Chinese analysts include Russia in the second tier of world powers at best, along with Japan and India, but sometimes even below this. In any case, according to this same expert, China and the United States are already the most important world powers.107 When Medvedev, during his recent summit in Beijing, fired Moscow mayor Yuri Luzhkov, it quickly gave rise to the joke among Russians that everything is made in China, even the decree dismissing Luzhkov.

At the same time, Russia’s relations with the West are in flux. Traditional Russian paranoia about the intentions of NATO and the United States is currently abating. After the Soviet collapse, Russian mistrust had begun to grow when the first prospects for NATO enlargement appeared in spring 1993, and surged particularly after the March 1999 bombing of Serbia. At their summit in Moscow in May 2002, however, in the wake of 9/11, Presidents George W. Bush and Putin issued a joint declaration on the “new strategic relationship” between Russia and
America, signed the Moscow Treaty on nuclear reductions, and endorsed the NATO–Russia Council (NRC) created a few days earlier by the NATO summit in Rome.

That high point of Russian-American relations under Bush-Putin began to fray after the invasion of Iraq in May 2003. Five years later, the NRC went into eclipse after Russia fought with Georgia, stationed troops in Abkhazia and South Ossetia, and recognized their independence. In 2009, however, the pendulum began to move in the other direction. In the wake of President Obama’s invitation to reset and Medvedev’s call for “modernization” and closer contacts with the West, Washington and Moscow negotiated the new Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START) and Moscow agreed to the transit across Russia of U.S. and NATO supplies for forces fighting in Afghanistan. By November 2010, Putin’s successor joined in reviving the NRC when he attended the NATO summit in Lisbon, where he agreed that Russia would cooperate on theater missile defenses with NATO and even explore participation in a broader U.S.-planned Europe-wide network.108

While most Russians are nevertheless probably still focused on the West and NATO as a potential threat, it is possible to detect signs that they are beginning to be really spooked by China’s dramatic rise in the world and the implications for relations between the two countries in the decades ahead. Since Russia and China began to rebuild ties in 1989, for example, arms sales have been a key part of the self-described “strategic relationship.” Sales and coproduction deals played an important role in building China’s military capabilities, particularly in aircraft. But this facet of the relationship is now beset by tensions in the wake of China’s 2004 decision to break its 1996 coproduction deal with Russia on a variant of the Su-27 fighter, which China attempted to reverse-engineer and produce as the J–11. China has not been able to duplicate the engine for the J–11 and still relies on Russia for advanced jet engines. Nevertheless, China’s violation of the contract and increasing rivalry with Russia as a source of weapons systems for third-country markets have understandably become impediments to technological sharing between the two countries.109 Even in Central Asia, which Russians view as their backyard, China’s pursuit of its own self-interest has begun to cut against Russian interests and reduced Russian leverage on Central Asian energy resources. China is a vast and courted market for Russian energy sales, but with the opening of the major gas pipeline from Turkmenistan to China in late 2009, China has broken Russia’s monopoly on Central Asian energy.110

As a result of these and similar developments, one can already hear among close observers of the relationship the view that Russia now sees China as a major player that is bigger and more dynamic than Russia. In reality and in principle, some recently noted to this author, China already impinges on Russia’s interests. As a pole in a multipolar world, China has grown so much that it presents a problem for Russia. According to this view, it is not quite to the point
where Russia will side with the United States against China, because Russia does not want to turn China into an enemy. But if China threatens Russia, then Russia would look for allies.\textsuperscript{111}

Russian and Chinese officials generally avoid portraying each other as a potential enemy, and indeed in the short term do everything they can to accentuate the positive. Russia and China have a program for joint economic cooperation to the year 2018 between Russia’s Eastern Siberia and Far East regions and China’s North-East provinces. Occasionally, however, candor brings forth a disquieting view of this regional cooperation. According to one analyst, the transportation infrastructure that will be built will just make it possible for China’s “troops and military hardware . . . [to] get to the heart of Russia more quickly.”\textsuperscript{112} More generally, General Makarov, head of the General Staff, in July 2009 gave a presentation that some interpreted as clearly implying that NATO and China were “our most dangerous geopolitical adversaries.” Several months later, Lieutenant-General Sergei Skokov, chief of staff of the Ground Forces, admitted that China was, in effect, “our potential enemy.”\textsuperscript{113}

On the Russian side, the greatest fear is the future of its thinly populated Far East. Dmitri Trenin, director of the Carnegie Endowment’s Moscow Center, notes that “The fate of Russia will be decided east of the Urals, not west of the Urals.”\textsuperscript{114} Konstantin Kosachev, chairman of the Duma’s International Affairs Committee, warns that if Russia does not “grow Siberia and the Far East, we’ll remain on the sidelines” of international developments.\textsuperscript{115} Medvedev this summer called the Far East’s 25 percent decline in population since 1991 “unquestionably the most worrying and most dangerous trend in the district, and something that requires our constant attention.” Lavrov argued that “there are no direct threats to Russia’s national security here,” although he conceded that “the potential for conflict does still exist in the region.”\textsuperscript{116}

Others put it far more strongly. They point to the great and increasing disparities between China and Russia, overall and across the Far East border. China’s 1.32 billion population and $4.326 trillion GDP (in 2008), third largest in the world, dwarf Russia’s 141 million people and $1.601 trillion economy, in ninth place globally. (In August 2010, China surpassed Japan to become the world’s second-largest economy.)\textsuperscript{117} The population density on the Chinese side of the Far East border is 62 times that on the Russian side.\textsuperscript{118} Only 6 million Russians in the Far East and Eastern Siberia face 141 million Chinese in the two provinces across the border. Moreover, there is creeping “Chinification” on the Russian side of the border as increasing numbers of ethnic Chinese settle in the Far East and Eastern Siberia “under the slogan of strategic partnership.”\textsuperscript{119} The 2.8 million soldiers of China’s People’s Liberation Army outnumber Russia’s one-million-member armed forces.\textsuperscript{120} In just the two military districts on the Chinese side of the border—Shenyang and Beijing—Chinese forces are stronger than all of Russia’s conventional armed forces from Kaliningrad in Europe to Kamchatka in the Far East.\textsuperscript{121}
Analysts in Moscow do not foresee a conflict with China across the Far Eastern border for at least 20 years, if then. Nevertheless, both sides have already begun to hedge their bets. China held a major military exercise across the border from the Russian Far East in 2009, and Russia’s “Vostok-2010,” its largest exercise since the collapse of the Soviet Union, focused on the Far East in mid-2010. While Russian officialdom and official press refrained from commenting on the point, one Russian analyst pointed out that the Chinese exercise was clearly a “rehearsal of aggression against Russia.”

Indeed, the views of some Russian analysts verge on the apocalyptic. China is preparing for war, according to Aleksandr Aladdin, and could start Russia’s collapse by sabotaging Russian infrastructure as far away as the Urals and central Russia. China will try to expand into Russia’s Far East peacefully, predicts Aleksandr Khramchikhin, but he does not rule out the use of force. The spark could be a domestic crisis that causes Chinese leaders to seize Russian territory in the Far East in order to distract the Chinese population from civil war. Otherwise, for the next several decades, China will focus on resolving the Taiwan issue. After that, China will seriously take on Russia.

“Vostok-2010” concluded with a limited, “low-yield” nuclear strike against the notional opponent, described as a large separatist bandit force. Analysts pointed out that the bandit scenario was absurd and that Russia’s forces were clearly rehearsing how to fight a full-fledged war against regular army groupings and armored vehicles. They also pointed out that a Russian nuclear strike would only invite a Chinese nuclear response. In their view, the only way to deter China from starting a war in the Far East would be for Russia to field credible and impressive conventional forces.

The report card on “Vostok-2010” is still incomplete, as is an assessment of how far the “new look” to be achieved by Russia’s military reform has moved beyond an aspirational plan. Nevertheless, comparisons of the previous year’s Russian “Zapad-2009” with Chinese exercises were not favorable. Russia’s crack Taman combined arms brigade reportedly took 7 days to travel the 900 kilometers to the exercise range, while Chinese regiments were said routinely to take only 5 days to traverse analogous 2,400-kilometer spans. The least that could be said about “Vostok-2010,” according to one observer, was that it signaled to China that Russia was not yet prepared simply to surrender. Another expert, however, has judged that it demonstrated progress in achieving the goal of major structural reform of the Russian military.

In the meantime, Russia is doing everything possible to keep China close to it diplomatically, while also using reset to draw closer to the United States. Since the end of the Cold War, China and Russia have cooperated strategically to resist U.S. power. Even here, however, there have been limits to Russian-Chinese cooperation, as both have regarded their separate relationships with the United States as more important than their ties to each other. Nevertheless, American power
has pushed Russia and China together and they have worked together in various ways to try to constrain the United States. Their shared view of the United States as too powerful, irresponsible, and bent on achieving hegemony and dominance was one of many factors that contributed to the Russian-Chinese arms relationship described above.

The Brazil, Russia, India, China (BRIC) grouping is one of the more recent manifestations of Russian and Chinese efforts to cooperate to constrain U.S. power. Bringing together Russia and China with India and Brazil, the BRIC was actually first conceived in 2001 by Goldman Sachs investment bankers as an investment strategy focused on the four rising economic powerhouses. The four countries then adopted the concept and sought to transform it into another venue through which to restructure global economic relations, in particular America’s impact on global markets in the wake of the global financial crisis, and Russia hosted the first summit of BRIC presidents in Ekaterinburg in June 2009.133

When Russia is worried about a stronger, more assertive United States, its BRIC ties are more pronounced. When this is not the case, Russian worries about China come more to the fore. At the same time, Russia also worries about U.S. ties with China eclipsing its ties with Russia. All are elements of Russian policy, and all have been manifest in recent years. In early 2010, with Russia increasingly concerned about China both in the Russian Far East and in Central Asia, both as an economic actor and a military threat, Foreign Minister Lavrov underscored the need to track “China’s increasing role in international affairs, including from the angle of the consequences of Beijing’s activity for our global and regional interests.”

But the Russian foreign minister drew attention to the “fundamental importance of anchoring China to positions of acting jointly with us,” and fretted about perceived U.S. efforts to marginalize formats such as the BRIC and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization that bring together Russia and China but do not include the United States.134 Russia seems to be worried that Washington could partner with China and leave Russia in the ditch, isolated or ignored. U.S. trade with China, after all, stood at $366 billion in 2009, compared to just $24 billion with Russia.135

Iran

After the Iranian-supported Hizballah frustrated the Israeli army in Lebanon in 2006, Yevgeny Satanovsky, head of the Near East Institute in Moscow, warned that President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was “testing the region’s strength” and would have nuclear weapons in “two or three years’ time.”136 According to Satanovsky, who represents a school of thought in Moscow, “the Shiite crescent, from Lebanon and Syria to the south of Iraq, Saudi Arabia’s eastern province, and the minor monarchies of the Persian Gulf, are a priority zone of interest.” Iran’s
“nuclear programs and, in the very near future, nuclear weapons are a guarantee of its inviolability.” Satanovsky speculated that after settling matters with its Persian Gulf rivals, Iran would turn its sights to its former “northern territories” in the Caucasus and Central Asia. By 2050, Satanovsky predicted, Russia’s population would shrink to 100 million while Iran’s—now over 70 million—would grow by 20 million, and Iran would “be fully organized in terms of oil, gas, and nuclear technologies.”

Less than 3 years later, one of the first public signs that Moscow was considering toughening its stance toward Tehran and moving closer to Washington concerned the S–300 long-range air defense missile system. Even before Obama’s swearing in as President, hints began that Moscow was rethinking the deal and perhaps moving toward holding up the transfer of the missiles to Iran. By February 4, 2009, Rosoboroneksport General Director Anatoly Isaykin stated publicly that the S–300 contract still needed presidential approval for the system’s transfer to Iran to be executed.

However, Putin and Lavrov in September 2009 reportedly regarded Iran as a rising power in the Middle East and were therefore disinclined to confront it directly. This was still the perception among analysts in Moscow in May 2010. Iran was likely to become the regional power of the “first rank” in the Middle East and Persian Gulf, so Russia could not afford to ignore or anger it. With a population of 73.6 million, Iran already determined stability in the region. One expert called for a “cautious partnership” and argued that Russia’s approach to Iran needed to be “cooperation and deterrence” everywhere.

Around that time, however, as negotiations quickened on the final language of UN Security Council Resolution 1929, which would pass with Russian support in June, Putin and Medvedev had already begun to push the envelope of Russian commentary critical of Iran, and Ahmadinejad in return insulted both. After passage of the sanctions measure, Medvedev’s treatment of Iran in his July 12 speech to Russia’s ambassadors abandoned any diplomatic pretenses designed to give Russia, and Iran, wiggle room. “It is obvious that Iran is coming close to the possession of potential that could in principle be used to create nuclear weapons,” the Russian president stated. This was against the background of Medvedev’s call, in the same speech, for a “paradigm shift” in Russian foreign policy and “special modernization alliances with our main international partners. . . . First and foremost with countries like Germany, France, Italy, the EU as a whole, the United States of America.” Ahmadinejad responded by calling Medvedev’s remarks “an advertisement of a propaganda show, which is going to be performed by America.” “Why does the Russian president want to have a role in this play?” asked the Iranian president. “We are sorry to see this. They should not be deceived.”
Both sides subsequently tried to use the late August ceremony marking the launch of preparations to load fuel at the Bushehr nuclear power station, some 10 years late, to cool off the rhetoric. Nevertheless, Russian suspicion of Iran’s nuclear program and regional ambitions remained high, as did Russian incentives to work more closely with the United States against the common threat. The tough decree that Medvedev issued on September 22 spelling out Russian sanctions of Iran pursuant to UN Security Council Resolution 1929, including nontransfer of the S–300 system, was a clear signal to Tehran intended to reinforce the point.144

Implications for the United States

In the coming decades, Russia will retain its status as a nuclear power and its hold on one of the UN Security Council’s five veto-wielding seats. On other measures of its status as a great power, however, Russia is likely to slip further behind relative to today’s great and rising powers, especially the United States and China. Based on current high world commodity prices, especially oil, Russia’s newfound affluence will remain vulnerable to market fluctuations and to the possible rise of alternative energy sources. Russia’s wealth will also decline in relative terms should it fail to invest today’s easy profits in the industries and knowledge sectors essential for prospering in an ever more technologically challenging future. Russia’s economy, mired in corruption and deteriorating demographics, conceivably may not even be able to sustain today’s Moscow-centric growth in prosperity.

Russia’s conventional armed forces will not be able to project substantial and sustained power far beyond Russian borders. They will still overshadow the military establishments of Russia’s surrounding former Soviet neighbors, and therefore retain some leverage. But the multiple challenges to Moscow of a military intervention into any of these states will dictate extreme caution and consequent reluctance to employ armed force. The exceptions may be in case of renewed tensions with Georgia or the wholesale collapse of the state in Kazakhstan.

Russia’s greatest external challenge will be China. As the world’s largest and fastest rising power, China already looms as a threat to Russia’s hold on its sparsely populated Far East regions. Russia’s increasingly weak position relative to China will raise the incentives for Russia not only to court Chinese good graces, but also to bolster its conventional military presence in the Far East as well as to retain tactical nuclear weapons as a deterrent of last resort in both the Far East and in Russia’s European western regions. At the same time, Russia’s concerns may lead Moscow to cooperate more consistently with the United States and Europe, both directly and in the Asia-Pacific region, as economic and military counterweights to rising Chinese power.
Trenin has written that “a key challenge for Russia’s foreign policy will be to learn to live alongside a China that is strong, dynamic, assertive, and increasingly advanced.” According to Trenin, Russia is absolutely committed to stable and peaceful relations with China but is also wary: the current Chinese Communist Party leadership could eventually be replaced by more nationalistic elements; China could also become embroiled in domestic problems. Already, China’s increasing confidence and assertiveness are casting a “longer and thicker” shadow over Russia. Together with the global financial crisis, the Russian-Georgian war, and the new Obama administration, a rising China contributed to the reset of relations between Washington and Moscow. Russia’s “backwardness” relative to the West and even to some emerging powers dictated a modernization drive, in Trenin’s view, which in turn required improved relations with the United States and the West.

Fedor Lukyanov, editor of Russia in Global Affairs, similarly views China’s growth as becoming the dominant factor in Russian foreign policy and forcing its reorientation, primarily toward the United States. The current high level of Russian-Chinese relations “does not save [them] from complications in the future.” Russia needs a “sustainable presence” in the Asia-Pacific region, but its “central problem” today is avoiding becoming China’s “satellite.” In general, Lukyanov writes, “Russia cannot afford to have bad relations with China, as this may bring very big risks in all areas. . . . At the same time, a search for a soft system of counterweights will probably become the leitmotif of Russia’s policy in Asia and beyond.”

Russia and the United States share the problem of how to deal with a China on the rise, but from different angles, according to Lukyanov. Russian perceptions of the U.S. military presence in Asia are very different from those of its presence on Russia’s western and southern borders. Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region, therefore, might become a new basis for U.S.-Russian relations once reset achieves all its aims. Washington and Moscow will need a new agenda, and its centerpiece could be the Asia-Pacific region after New START is ratified and the arms control track comes to an end.

Similarly, Sergei Karaganov, head of Russia’s Council on Foreign and Defense Policy, warned in February 2010 of the danger of a “sagging” Russia “sliding past the status of a respected younger brother” and turning into an outright raw and energy appendage of Great China.” Avoiding this fate, according to Karaganov, demands that Moscow continue to work for “rapprochement” with Washington, including joint efforts, along with Asian countries, to develop Siberia and the Russian Far East. In September 2010, Karaganov proposed the United States and Russia play “an important role” in the rapid creation of a security system in East and South Asia, not to deter China militarily according to “old methods” but to fill what
he called the security “vacuum” forming around an “increasingly powerful China.” He also urged the creation of a security system in and around the Persian Gulf, with security guarantees that at this point could only be offered by Russia and the United States, presumably working together.\(^{151}\)

A rising and potentially threatening Iran may also be spurring Russia to move closer to U.S. positions because of Russia’s own security concerns, and not simply to butter up Washington. Analysts in Moscow are already focusing on how to deter a nuclear Iran and prevent it from becoming a regional bully. One analyst recently suggested that the ultimate future counter to a nuclear Iran may have to be Article Five–type guarantees to Iran’s threatened neighbors, including Israel and Saudi Arabia, by the United States, Russia, and perhaps also China. This analyst saw a political strategic security alliance with the United States as the best outcome for Russia from the current reset process.\(^{152}\)

Declining powers have rising vulnerabilities, but so do rising powers as they contest the established regional or global dominance of other major powers. The increasing weight and muscle flexing of a rising power may cause neighboring second-rank powers to move closer to the United States to counterbalance their increasingly assertive neighbor. This phenomenon extends beyond the Russian reaction to a rising China, arguably one of the several reasons for Moscow’s “modernization” campaign and positive response to Washington’s offer of reset. Across the Asia-Pacific rim, a number of China’s neighbors have also moved closer to the United States as they have responded to a rising, increasingly assertive, and historically distrusted China.\(^{153}\) Similarly, around the Persian Gulf and throughout the Middle East, many states look to the United States for security vis-à-vis a rising Iran even as they worry that the United States (or Israel) might try to solve the Iranian nuclear problem militarily.\(^{154}\)

This opens up opportunities for sage diplomacy and leadership by the United States where American and Russian goals overlap. In fact, we may already be seeing the beginning of a shift toward a new triangulation paradigm, particularly when it comes to China. Several years ago, before the global financial crisis hit, Bobo Lo speculated that Russia, reacting to “strategic tension” with China down the road, could “gravitate slowly back to Europe and become part of a larger Western consensus.”\(^{155}\) China’s continued spectacular growth and Russia’s postcrisis slowdown may have dramatically accelerated that development by many years.

It is therefore likely that long-term concerns over the impact on Russian interests of a mighty China will encourage Moscow to seek common ground with Washington increasingly more often and more consistently, as was recently on display at the NATO–Russia Council summit in Lisbon. At the same time, China’s fear of isolation and of Russian-American rapprochement may also
encourage China to continue to treat the United States with a greater degree of caution than con-
testation. This appeared to be the case when China, rather than striking out on its own, in the end
voted for the most recent Iran sanctions resolution in the UN Security Council. A continuation
of this dynamic could leave the United States in the catbird seat for many years to come.

Providing the United States continues to be a vibrant society and plays its hand well, it
should have many strong cards to play as a worried Russia looks to reinforce its position against
its rising and pressing Chinese neighbor. But Moscow’s policy toward Washington is condi-
tional on a U.S. approach that engages Russia in positive ways. If that policy were to change, it
could push Russia and China closer together. This was what happened in some ways during the
recent Bush administration as Moscow and Beijing cooperated to manage and constrain what
they perceived as a strong and aggressive Washington. Since then, the Obama administration
has worked hard to reset relations with Russia. On arms control and Iran, it has recognized Rus-
sia as an important power that can affect U.S. achievement of its policy aims. It has made clear
that missile defense in Europe is not aimed at Russia. It has kept alive but not made a pressing
priority of NATO membership for Georgia and Ukraine.

But this could change with a new administration in Washington, and if it does, it will affect
Russian-Chinese relations. As much as Moscow has welcomed Washington’s reset of relations, it
has not managed to shake the worry that it is transitory. Foreign Minister Lavrov in early 2010
underscored what he described as attempts by “right-wing conservative forces” in the United
States to force a reversal to the “confrontational policy of the previous administration.” Well
before the midterm elections, Russian analysts echoed the same concern both publicly and pri-
vately. Should such a U.S. policy reversal come to pass, Russia will find itself in a very uncom-
fortable world, stuck between a dominant United States and an assertive China, both of which
impinge on Russia’s perceived long-term interests. The United States, on the other hand, to the
extent that it does not respect those interests, will not be able to make the most of the opportu-
nity to derive significant benefits from Russia’s concerns about China and to work with Russia
to face the challenges that China will increasingly present to both countries.
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